STAFF MEETINGS
THAT G.S.D.!
(GET STUFF DONE)

CASEY WRIGHT | casey@theninjazone.com
That's me!

Owner | CEO 3E! Ent.

- Wright's Gymnastics Academy
- FUNdamentals Gymnastics (3)
- NinjaZone
- NinjaZone Academy
- Ninja Sports International
- Ninja Games LLC

Former life:

- Secretary
- Coach
- Judge
- Manager
- Choreographer
- Plumber, Painter, Mower
WHY DO WE HAVE STAFF MEETINGS?
WHY DO WE HAVE STAFF MEETINGS?

DEFINE YOUR PURPOSE
WHY DO WE HAVE STAFF MEETINGS?

DEFINE YOUR OUTCOMES
WHY DO WE HAVE STAFF MEETINGS?

DEFINE YOUR OUTCOMES

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO LEAVE WITH THAT YOU DIDN’T ENTER WITH?
Make your meetings PRRRR...
1. invitations
PREP

1. invitations
2. agenda
PREP

1. invitations
2. agenda
3. meeting type
1. invitations
2. agenda
3. meeting type
4. outcomes
P.R.R.R

RHYTHMS
Establish a Frequency
Establish a Frequency
1. Facilitator
ROLES

1. Facilitator
2. Time Keeper
ROLES

1. Facilitator
2. Time Keeper
3. Notetaker
Responsibility

1. What by Whens
RESPONSIBILITY

1. WHAT BY WHEN
2. OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE (PARKING LOT)
RESPONSIBILITY

1. WHAT BY WHEN
2. OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE (PARKING LOT)
3. OWNERSHIP
MEETINGS THAT G.S.D.!!

CONSTITUTION